Why Do a
Proof of Concept
with Query.AI?

In managing cybersecurity operations, we understand there are a lot of potential projects
that compete for your time and attention. So why put a Query.AI proof of concept (POC) at
the top of your list?
Simply stated, your POC with Query.AI will quite possibly be the most lightweight evaluation
you conduct all year, and it will give you valuable insights into how you can cut security
costs while greatly improving the speed and accuracy of your investigations.

What is the Query.AI security investigations control plane?

Every company’s data is decentralized, sitting in data silos. Our security investigations control plane
overlays and serves as the connective tissue across your data silos, so you can access and analyze
data in real-time from across systems, directly where it lives.
This removes the tedious and lengthy process of

investigating from one security tool to the next. Instead,

you can get all the answers back from your tools by just
asking a single question.

The browser-based, patented platform automatically
normalizes and enriches your data, delivering

meaningful insights about your whole environment

in a single console. This approach makes it incredibly
efficient to manage investigations and swiftly initiate

response actions—you guessed it, with a click directly
from your Query.AI browser.

How the Query.AI POC works
For 30 days, you get full access to the Query.AI platform that puts the power of fast, effective investigations
at the fingertips of everyone on your team.

What we do

We’ll agree to your technical- and business-level criteria for a successful POC, as well as
your three most important integrations. Then, we’ll get started.

What you get

Our team is here to help you throughout your POC. At the close of your 30-day POC, we’ll
meet with you to conduct a data review to outline the technical wins and outcomes of your
evaluation based on the defined success criteria. We’ll then develop a deep dive and host a
wider meeting along with your stakeholders to review the success metrics and measurable
value to the business.

Fast and hassle free

With our browser-based architecture, this will be the most lightweight security solution you
will implement all year—no complex installations or upgrades for hardware, software, and
storage required. Just connect the APIs for the primary tools that are defined in the success
criteria, and you’re ready to get started.

No need to worry about data privacy

Of course, investigations rely on data, so to move forward with your POC, you might be
wondering, “how does Query.AI handle my data?” The great news is that with a platform
architecture that doesn’t store, process, or require vendor access to your data, Query.AI
alleviates privacy and governance concerns about your enterprise data.

Successful outcomes, absolutely!
To ensure your successful POC, we work with you
to identify your opportunities for improvement in
security investigations and tailor your evaluation
to ensure you can address those challenge areas,
allowing you to:

and increase confidence in the
 Accelerate
outcomes of your investigations; and
your team’s potential and make it easier
 Amplify
to onboard new analysts.

We got this. We’ll prioritize your success criteria, and get you on the path to achieve those outcomes.

Let’s get started!

